We define polynomial time computable operator.
I.
Introduction:
Subrecursive reducibility relations allow us to classify all computable functions into subrecursive classes.
Several such relations (e.g. elementary recursive in, primitive recursive in, doubly recursive in, ...) are mentioned in the literature [1, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16] .
All these relations are rather coarse; in particular all functions, the complexity of which is not greater than Ix [2x], belong to the same class.
In the case of decision problems (sets) the situation is different.
Cook [5] defined the relation 'polynomial computable in' for decision problems; it is a proper refinement of the relation 'elementary recursive in' and splits the class of sets, the complexity of which is subexponential, into different classes.
It is desirable to generalize the notion 'polynomial computable in', such that it is defined between arbitrary computable functions.
Constable [3] started research in this direction; we continue his work.
In section II we define polynomial time computable operator. We give two equivalent definitions for this class of operators:
one is in terms of resource bounded oracle Turing machines, the other one is a syntactic definition.
The polynomial class generated by a function f is the class of functions, which are obtained by application of the polynomial operators to f; it is always a subset of the class of functions, which are elementary recursive in f.
In section III we study the properties of polynomial classes. For example, we show that every countable partial ordering can be embedded into the polynomial classes such t h a t~c ~ c~ (we assume ~ c~) . In section IV we study the relation between polynomial classes and computational complexity.
Polynomial classes classify computable functions according to their complexity; i.e. if f is polynomial computable in g (f <DO£ g), then for every running time T~ of g there is a runninq time T= of f such that Tf--~ ~ T . Honest polynomial classes = m" ~ --po~ g are polyno, xal classes, which are generated by runHinq time.
Every generator of a honest class is honest; inonest classes satisfy a modified Pichie-Cobham property.
A polynomial class is honest iff it is a complexity class.
Finally we consider density properties of honest polynomial classes.
Machtey [12] notes that several properties of the primitive recursive reducibility hold true for several other reducibilities including elementary, doubly recursive, and multiply recursive reducibilities.
Ladner [i0] shows that the range of these results is even wider.
Tihe results are true of a wide variety of Turing machine space or time definable reducibilities (if we restrict our attention to decision problems).
We remove the restriction to reducibilities, which are definable in terms of resource bounded oracle Turing maclnines.
We define abstract subrecursive reducibility; the definition is in the spirit of Strong's definition [20] of BRFTs.
An abstract subrecursive re-
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ducibility is defined by a set of general recursive operators which contains the operator APPLY and the constant operators, which is closed under composition, definition by cases and forming finite variants, and which possesses a rudimentary simulation feature.
II. Polynomial OPerators
In this section we define polynomial time computable operator; we denote the class of polynomial time computable operators by ~o Z ( ) .
~o £ ( f ) is the polynomial class generated by f; it is the result of applying the operators in ~o £ ( ) to f. Cook [5] gave a definition for ~o £ ( f ) in the case that f is a characteristic function. A very simple definition suffices in this case: g % ~o £ ( f ) if g can be computed by an oracle Turing machine, the running time of which is pounded by a D~lynomial, using an oracle for f. Constable [3] gave a definition for o~O£( ) in the general case.
His definition is also in terms of resource bounded oracle machines.
Since the bounds are considerably more complex than in the simple case of set inputs, a complexity-theoretic definition does not provide us with an efficient and transparent definition of ~o £ ( ) .
Because of this Constable also proposed a syntactic definition of ~o £ ( ) , which he called ~( ) . By syntactic definition we mean a characterization as closure class: simple operations on operators together with a small set of simple basic operators generate the entire class. Unfortunately ~o £ ( f ) =~f ) holds only for nondecreasing functions f. Our definition is a variant of Constable's definition; it agrees with his definition in the case of nondecreasing functions and it agrees with Cook's definition in the case of characteristic functions.
For our definition we are able to prove the equality between ~o Z ( ) and the syntacticly defined class of operators. ~o~ is the class of functions which can be computed in polynomial time on a Turing machine.
Several investigators [2, 21] In the following we extend this equality to the operator level.
As machine model we use oracle Turing machines [11, 19] . 
is the running time of M on f and X).
We proceed by induction on the structure of H. The base step and part of the induction step (the operations of substitution) are trivial and left to the reader. It remains to consider limited recursion on notation.
Let H0,HI,...,H r and B be in ~2 ( ) and let H be defined from them by limited recursion on notation.
Let oracle machine M i compute H i and let G i be a bounding expression for M i. We describe M.
* L e t~ be a set of functions which map (Z*) n into Z. Then [~[ is a set of functions which map (z.)n into~N, h ~ I~I if there is a g £~ such that h(x) = Ig(~) I .
Step i:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Copy x on the input tapes of the M.'s (I < i < r) and reset the heads Step 4: 3 steps).
Let the current output tape be M.'s output tape. 3 The running time of M is bounded by 
In order to show that the last expression is in ~ ( ) it is sufficient to show that ~( ) is closed under length bounded concatenation.
The product is defined by limited recursion on notation.
In order to get a bound on the length of the product we determine first the longest operand of the product. 
l~[f] (;,,y) I ! JyJ
In order to exhibit a bound for the length of U[f] (x,y), we have to derive a relation between the length of the non-blank portions of the tapes and the length of the computation. Such a relation is easily established for all tapes except the oracle output tape.
In order to establish the relation for the oracle output tape, one only has to note, that though the oracle machine is charged only a nominal amount for calling the oracle (i step)
it is charged in a reasonable way for reading the output of the oracle call. There is a computable function h such that 0 <poZ h <po£ g"
Proof:
We have to construct a function h such that for some x we will[ be able to detect this fact in I Yl steps for s u f f i c i e n t l y long y.
At this argument we will cancel i and change the mode to (3).
We describe now a p r o g r a m for h Let {xi }~ • i=l be an e n u m e r a t i o n of Z*.
To compute h(x) : The next theorem can be proved using e s s e n t i a l l y the same technique. The polynomial classes do not form a lattice under set inclusion.
IV. Honest Polynomial Classes:
In this section we study the relation between the reducibility 'polynomial computable in' and computational complexity.
First we show that the reducibility orders functions according to their complexity.
Then we define honest polynomial class, i.e. a class which is generated by a running time, and study their relation to complexity classes. Honest classes possess a modified Ritchie-Cobham property; a polynomial class is honest iff it is a complexity class. In [12] For us a running time (time bound) maps strings to strings. Usually ( [8] ) a time bound is a mapping from integers to integers, such that the length of no computation on an input of a certain length exceeds the time bound applied to that length.
The standard definition is too coarse for our purposes; most of the following theorems are false for the standard definition. P looks almost like M, except that M's output tape is a worktape for P. P simulates M; at every step it prints a I on its output tape and advances the head by one square. Lemma 4.1 states that running times are very honest.
They can be computed in a time bound, which is equal to their size.
The next lemma states an important simulation property. If we view the operators in ~o~( ) as possible ways of extracting information then ~o£(f)
is the information content of f [13] . Using this intuitive concept Thm 4.2 reads as follows:
If the information content of f is smaller than the information content of g then the complexity of f is smaller than the complexity of g.
The converse is not true in general. This is due to the fact that information content is a "twodimensional" concept; it depends on the size of the function values and on their interdependence. Machtey [14] has shown that honest polynomial classes cannot satisfy the RitchieCobham-property.
However they satisfy the modified Richie-Cobham property of corollary 4.4.
The next theorem establishes the connection between honest classes and complexity classes. Open problem: Are the honest polynomial classes a lattice under set inclusion?
V. Abstract Subrecursive Reducibilities
Axt [i] and Machtey [12] study the properties of the primitive recursive reducibility. Machtey [12] notes that several properties of the primitive recursive reducibility are true for other reducibilities including elementary, doubly recursive, triply recursive, ..., and multiple recursive reducibility. Ladner [i0] observes that the results have an even wider range.
He investigates reducibilities which are induced by resource bounded oracle machine computations.
All results of [i0] hold true provided the class of resource bounds (time or tape bounds) satisfies reasonable closure properties. Only sets are allowed as oracles.
We extend his results in two directions: we remove the restriction to reducibilities, which are definable in terms of Turing machine space or time, and we remove the restriction to 0-i valued oracles.
Subrecursive reducibilities are always induced by a class of general recursive operators [19] ; i.e. operators which are defined on all total functions and take total functions into total functions. E.g. in section II we defined the reducibility 'polynomial computable in' in terms of the class of polynomial time computable operators. An abstract subrecursive reducibility is defined by a class of general recursive operators, which satisfies reasonable closure properties.
The closure properties are in the spirit of Strong's definition of Basic Recursive Function Theories [20] . 
there is a computable function comp such that
there is a computable function cond such that
a) for every i, g and finite function f there is a j such that
for every i, g, f such that g = f almost everywhere there is a j such that
there is a computable function sim such that
and ~n (i) [f] is a non-decreasing function for every i and f. In (i) (7) f and g are to be taken from ~.
Furthermore if
Remark: An abstract subrecursive reducibility is given by a list of total operators ~-~, which contains the operator APPLY[ ] (2), the constants (3), which is closed under composition (4), definition by cases (5) and finite variants (6) and which has a rudimentary simulation feature (7).
As we stated the definition, computations are done over the inteqers.
Equally well we could have stated the definition, such that computations are executed over Z*.
All reducibilities which are mentioned in the literature satisfy definition 5.1. Next we study the density properties of abstract reducibilities. Theorem 5.3 is the abstract analog to theorem 3.1.
Thm 5.3:
Let g be such that 0 < g. (0 denotes the constant function with value 0 s everywhere).
Then there is a h such that 0 < h < g. s s
Proof:
We have to construct h such that
h is constructed in stages as in the proof of theorem 3.1; for an informal discussion of the proof technique see theorem 3.1.
In the proof of theorem 3.1 we used recursion; we justify this use now by an application of the recursion theorem.
We define a computable function e such that range e c range s. Let i 0 be the fixed point of e; i.e. Proofs for the following theorems are given in the full paper.
Thm 5.4: < is an upper semi-lattice.
--s Thm 5.5: Let f,g be computable functions such that f < g. Then there is a computable s function h such that f < h < g. s s
Thm 5.6: Let f,q be computable functions such that f < h < g. Every countable partial s s ordering can be embedded into the set {h; f < h < g} s s " Thm 5.7: There are computable functions f,g such that 0 < f, 0 < g and h < f and s s s h < g implies h < 0.
--s --s
